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Introduction
This guide has been developed as part of the training materials for the Student
Transcript and Academic Record Repository Collection in the web-based Michigan
Student Data System application. This guide includes directions for gaining access
to the MSDS and using the MSDS to upload files, perform UIC Resolution, download
reports, view errors and warnings, perform quality review, certify the STARR
Collection and use the additional functionality such as the Student Search feature.

Background
When Michigan representatives agreed to accept State Fiscal Stabilization Fund
dollars under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, they also agreed to
four education assurances. One of these assurances is that the state of Michigan
will connect preschool through postsecondary education data into the labor force to
evaluate effectiveness of public education at preparing students for postsecondary
education and the workforce. Connecting P-20 data requires that the student
Unique Identification Codes assigned and maintained by the Center for Educational
Performance and Information be exchanged among institutions and used at all
education levels. To fulfill these requirements, Michigan must collect and store each
student’s academic record in a data application for analysis. The application is
called the MSDS. The collection of these data for IHEs is the STARR. The data
collected have been developed into reports that are being published on MI School
Data.

Gaining Access to the MSDS for the STARR Collection
To become an authorized user of the MSDS, please visit the STARR web page to
access and complete the security form.

XML File Creation
The STARR Collection file must be XML compliant. CEPI’s STARR web page provides
the data elements and student population for upload, as well as the XML schema,
sample schema, and other helpful documents.
Your file for upload should first be saved to your desktop or other location on the
computer or network so that it can be easily located. The file should not exceed
2GB, and larger files should be separated into smaller zipped files to help ensure
faster uploading and processing.
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Application How-To: Supplying Data and Starting the Process
Enter the required information, as described below.

•

•

•

Submitting Entity Code. The five-digit (with leading zero if necessary)
Educational Entity Master code, as defined and assigned to your
institution by the State of Michigan. If you don’t know your code, you
can look it up on the EEM.
For entity code 01234, the 5 flat files would have the following file
names:
o AA01234
o AC01234
o PS01234
o AS01234
o AP01234

The image below shows how the file names should display within the
STARR Data Conversion Tool.
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•
•

After naming the five flat files, you will need to select “Choose File.”
If you would like to receive notification when the files have processed,
check the box at the bottom of the STARR Data Conversion window.

•

Once you have chosen your file, the file name will populate next to the
“Choose File” button. Next, select “Upload File” to begin the process of
converting.
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•

Once you have selected “Upload File”, an additional pop-up progress window
appears, giving you the upload percentage of your file.

•

The files will begin processing through the cross-file conversion. Once
complete, a “File Upload Successful” prompt will appear (as shown in the
image below).
Select “Ok” to move forward.

•
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•

Once the upload is successful, you may select the “Refresh” button to
access your download and/or conversion error report.

•

TIP: MSDS will automatically refresh once the download is completed.
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Application How-To: Conversion Error Report and XML
Download
Once your files have been uploaded into the STARR Data Conversion tool, the
download hyperlink(s), errors and date created below will become available

The information shown on this screen includes:
•
•

Download - This simply displays the URL for the IHE’s XML File(s). These
files are sorted through ascending order, starting with the most recent first.
TIP: XML files are deleted 5 days after creation.

After downloading the XML file, you will need this file to be stored on your local PC.
•

Conversion Errors Report

You will want to review your conversion error report to ensure you have a clean,
detailed report prior to uploading. An example of a clean report is below.
•

TIP: Even if your files are clean you will want to make sure you check the
error reports to assure there is no conversion errors prior to uploading the
XML file into STARR.

•

Created Dates - The Conversion Tool displays time stamps for each upload.
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What Do I Do If I Have Conversion Errors
If your files have conversion errors, you will see those students within the
Conversion Error Detail Report located below:

If a student is displayed on the conversion error report, that student/record was not
converted, and will not be included in the XML download. Be sure to correct the
error(s) listed below and reupload the zipped file into the Conversion Tool.

TIP: The students that were not inlcuded in the XML download due to conversion
error(s) can have their records corrected. Separate those students from 5 flat files
and reupload those specific students. Keep in mind, you would need to upload 2
files before getting into the data staging area.
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What Do I Do If I Have Validation Errors
If an XML has even a single validation error, and it is attempting to upload, the
staging area will reject the entire file.
Validation errors mean that you have errant data that must be corrected in SMS.
Some examples of errant data include:
•
•
•

A four-digit zip code (“4913” instead of “49103”).
Invalid characters in a name field: “Smith (Jones)”; the schema does not
allow parentheses in a name field.
An invalid date of birth (“7/4/1076”).

After data in the XML Status log have been corrected, please run this tool again.
Repeat as necessary until a clean XML file with no validation errors is returned.
As a final rule, just because data passes validation, an upload may still be
unsuccessful. A well-formed XML file (which this application ensures) and valid data
(no validation errors) are only the first two tests an uploaded file is put through.
There are other steps in the upload process, with other criteria, where the file can
fail and be rejected. If this happens, the STARR data staging area will list the errors
that caused the rejection. Please correct errors based on the error messages
returned and continue using this tool to submit another upload attempt.

Configuration File
A configuration file accompanies the executable file for this application and resides
in the same folder as the executable file. For the most part, it contains information
about the application which is maintained by the application. It is best, therefore, to
change nothing except as described below (in most cases, you won’t need to
change even this).
•

Delimiter - This specifies the character that separates each field in one line
of data. By default, this is set to the pipe character (“|”, ASCII 124). This is
recommended so you don’t have to worry about commas or double quotes
embedded in your data. If you do change this, simply replace the character
between the <Delimiter> and </Delimiter> tags with your chosen character.

This application is constantly being upgraded and improved. If you try this tool and
it fails to function, please let us know so we can fix it. Also, if you have any
suggestions or requests, please send a request to CEPI Customer Support by email
to cepi@michigan.gov. Inquiries should include name, district code and district
name, the CEPI application name being used, email address and any specific
question
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Submitting Records in the STARR Collection
Your XML file of student record data must be uploaded so that the MSDS can
validate the data.

File Upload
1. From the MSDS home page, Select the Student Data Submission tab from
the left-hand menu. This will bring up several sub-menus. Select the Upload
File link. This will take you to the File Upload screen.

2. Select the STARR Collection for the current school year from the drop-down
menu. In the text box, add any user notes specific to the file, if desired.

3. Select the Browse button to choose the file to upload. Select the file name
and click “Open” or double click on the file name to populate it into the File
Name text box. Select the Upload File button.
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Once processed, you may receive a message indicating your file was “uploaded
successfully.” Receiving this message does not mean it passed file-level validation.

It is important to note how validation occurs in the MSDS.
a. File-Level Validation (File Upload) – Although this does happen when the file
is uploaded, ideally you should first validate your file offline. System
performance is directly related to the number of files that are uploaded that
do not pass file-level validation. Many users have had success using an XML
Validation Tool. Please note that an XML Validation Tool will only inform the
user if the file passes file-level validation. File-level validation ensures that
the file meets the schema.
b.

Field-Level Validation – Once a file is uploaded and passes file-level
validation, the MSDS processes the Field-Level Validation. Once a file is
accepted, it is loaded into a Staging Area. Field-level validation may result
in field-level errors/warnings.

c.

Collection-Level Validation (Quality Review) – Once errors/warnings are
corrected in the staging area, Quality Review should be run. Quality Review
is the final step prior to certification. This process checks the entire file for
duplicate students.
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Checking the File Status
1. To check the status of your uploaded file to see if it was accepted or rejected
due to file-level validation errors, select the Uploaded File Status tab from
the left-hand menu.
2. Select the STARR Collection from the drop-down menu.
3. Select the Filter button. This will take you to a screen showing the results of
an uploaded file.

View the Status column to determine if your uploaded file was processed
successfully. If the column reads “Processed Successfully,” the data have been
transferred to the data Staging Area. This screen also shows all files that have been
uploaded by your entity that may have been uploaded by a different authorized
user. If you wish to view the details of the upload status, Select the File Name.
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4. Selecting the file name will bring up the File Upload Status Details screen,
which looks similar to the one below. This screen displays details such as if
the file was uploaded successfully or if there were issues with the upload. If
the file does not process successfully, the user needs to correct the file-level
validation issues and re-upload the file. To exit this screen, use the Close
button. The file upload status will not refresh automatically. You will have to
either refresh your page or go out of this screen and back in to see the status
change.

Reviewing Records
After viewing the file upload status and confirming your file processed successfully,
you should next open the data Staging Area. The Staging Area is where:
•
•
•
•

The file goes through field-level validation and the UIC matching process.
The user can view which records resulted in a new UIC being generated, a
match found or requires resolution.
The user can view field-level errors and warnings.
The user can correct field-level errors.
1. To view the records in the Staging Area, select the Data Staging Area
tab from the left-hand menu.
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2. In the Staging Area screen, select the STARR Collection in the Collection
drop-down box.
3. Select the Filter button.
4. Selecting the Collection Name will take you to the STARR Staging Details
screen.

Your results will have the following link options:
a) Collection Link: This link will display if there is a staging area for the STARR
collection.
b) Upload Link: This link will display if the collection is open.
c) Delete Link: This link will display if there are records in the staging area and
the collection is open.
d) Certify Link: This link will display if there are records in the staging area that
have not been certified and the collection is open.
e) Decertify Link: This link will display if there are records in the staging area
that have been certified and the collection is open.
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STARR Staging Detail
The STARR Staging Detail screen displays the errors and warnings with the
uploaded records and is broken into the following five areas:
1. Validation Status (results of field-level validation): Lists the number of
records where errors exist, records with warnings and records with no
errors or warnings. Select the hyperlink of the validation status will filter
those records with that status. The records will display at the bottom of
the screen.
2. Validation Reports: Allows you to download reports that give details on
which records have errors or warnings.
3. UIC Resolution Status (results of UIC matching): Lists the number of
records which require resolution, that resulted in a match found and that
resulted in a new UIC being generated. Selecting on the hyperlink of the
UIC resolution status will filter those records with that status. The records
will display at the bottom of the screen.
4. UIC Resolution Reports: Allows you to download reports that give details
on which records require resolution, that resulted in a match found and
that resulted in a new UIC being generated.
5. General Reports: Allows you to download reports that give details of all
students UICs and an indication of whether the assigned UIC in the
STARR Collection is different from the submitted UIC.
6. Student Records: Individual records are displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Users can filter the list of records by Validation Status, UIC
Resolution Status or by students’ last name. Users can also filter the list
of students by selecting Filter.
a. To delete a student record from the STARR Staging Detail screen,
check the box beside the student, then click the “Delete” button. A
message will appear asking if you are sure you want to delete the
record. Select Yes or No.
b. You can sort the student list by clicking on any of the column headers
(User Notes, UIC, Last Name, First Name, Gender, Date of Birth,
Validation Status and Resolution Status).
c. Click on a student’s last name hyperlink to go to the STARR Student
Details screen.
d. Click on a student’s resolution status hyperlink to go to UIC Resolution
screen.
7. Filter:
a. Click on any letter of the alphabet to filter the list to show only
students whose last names begin with that letter.
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b. Select the Filter button to find a specific student or to filter by
Validation Status or UIC Resolution Status.
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Validation Status (results of field-level validation)
There are six validation statuses in the STARR Staging Detail screen. Below are all
the possible validation statuses you may see with a description of each:
Status Message
Errors Exist
Error Free with
Warnings
Error Free with No
Warnings
Pending Validation
Processing Validation
Processing Failed

Description
Field-level validation errors must be fixed before
certification.
Field-level validation errors should be reviewed to
determine if changes are warranted.
No field-level validation errors or warnings exist
for the record.
The record has not gone through field-level
validation.
The record is currently being processed for fieldlevel validation.
Processing of the record failed and should be
reported to CEPI.

a) If your records fall into any of those statuses, the Status Message will be
hyperlinked and there will be a number to the left letting you know how
many records are affected.
b) Select the Status Message hyperlink, and the records will appear at the
bottom of the screen.
c) Clicking the last name of a student will take you to the STARR Student Detail
screen.
d) On the STARR Student Detail screen, you can see errors or warnings for that
student record on the bottom of the screen.
e) You must correct all errors before you can Certify your collection.
f) You should also review warnings to make sure the data are correct. The
system generates warnings when the data are outside of the expected
parameters for the STARR field but may still be correct. Warnings will not
prevent you from certifying a collection.
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UIC Resolution
UIC Resolution is the process of ensuring that each student is correctly associated
with a particular UIC.
The MSDS application matches every submitted record against the Student Master
Record table. The fields used for matching include the First Name, Last Name, Date
of Birth and Gender fields. Additional fields that the MSDS uses for matching are
the UIC, Last Name Suffix and the Middle Name/Middle Initial fields, if they are
provided in the submitted record. The fields in the submitted record are compared
against the corresponding fields of records in the Student Master Record table to
determine if it is the same student or not.
Based on the fields used for matching, a score is calculated that determines how
closely the submitted record matches to a record(s) in the Student Master Record
table. The calculated score determines if a record requires resolution. Records that
require resolution necessitate user intervention to determine which UIC should be
associated with a student’s record. If no match is found, the system automatically
creates a new UIC.
To determine which records require resolution:
1. Select Student Data Submission and Data Staging Area from left
navigation bar.
2. Select the IHE Request for UIC Collection from the drop-down menu.
3. Select the Filter button.
4. Select the collection name link.
5. Select Requires Resolution from the UIC Resolution Status section of the
STARR Staging Detail page.

6. Scroll to bottom of the page and select the Requires Resolution link to the
right of the student’s name.

7. Review the student records presented as possible matches. All possible
matches will appear. This could be a single match or several.
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8. Select the UIC hyperlink of the possible match record to review the student’s
history.
9. If you determine that a possible match is your student, select “Use this
Potential.”
10.If you determine that your student is a different student than the student
presented as a possible match(es), select “Request New UIC.”
11.Enter the reason for new UIC request in the UIC Request Comments pop-up
box. For example, if this is a new student entering a Michigan school at the
college level is it because they moved from out of state, went to a private
school or were home-schooled? Be sure to enter the justification as to why
you are requesting the new UIC and the student does not already have one
assigned to them.
12.Select Submit.
13.Requests are placed in a queue that the system administrator reviews and
approves or denies based on the information submitted in the request.
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Typical turn-around time is one to two business days. You may review the
status of your request on the Manage Requests for UIC screen or on the
STARR Staging Detail screen.

Correcting Errors and Warnings
Once the file has been added to the STARR Staging Detail screen, click on a
student’s Last Name link. This will display the STARR Student Detail screen.
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The STARR Student Detail screen shows the details of the submitted student
record.
1. If errors or warnings are encountered, they will appear below the student
information. Select either the Error or Warnings link to view them.
2. Click the Back button to return to the STARR Staging Detail screen. Correct
all errors and review warnings and make pertinent corrections in your
Student Information System and upload your file again.

3. Select the Go To Error button to review where the error occurred in the
student’s record.
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Quality Review – Certify Collection
Quality review can be done at any time. It is important to note that new errors
could display during the Quality Review process. This is because the Staging Area is
looking at field-level validation while the Quality Review process is looking at
collection-level validation. After all errors have been corrected, the collection can
be certified by clicking the Certify button.
1. From the STARR Staging Detail screen, click the Certify button. Or from the
Staging Area screen, click on the Certify link.
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5. Select the Certify button to bring up the Certify STARR Collection screen.
6. This screen does not automatically refresh. After you run Quality Review,
click the Back to Staging button and return to the Certify STARR Collection
screen to resume certifying the collection.
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7. Once the Quality Review process has been completed, the following
automatically generated email should be received:

8. After all errors have been corrected and all warnings have been reviewed and
corrected if necessary, the collection can be certified.
9. Check the box to confirm that the information submitted is valid and correct.
10.Select the Certify Data button to Certify the collection.

11.The following message will be received:
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Decertify Collection
Once certified, the STARR Collection can be decertified if the collection requires the
input of more data, changes to data or the removal of inaccurate data. This
decertification process will be available until the certification end date. Decertifying
does not delete/remove records from the collection. It simply removes the status of
the collection’s official submission to the State. Once decertified, the collection will
again be open for file upload, manual addition or deletion of records, editing of
records and certification.
A collection that has been decertified must go through Quality Review and the
certification process again for it to be considered officially submitted to the State.
1. From the Certify STARR Collection screen, select the Decertify Data link.

2. The following screen will be shown, indicating the collection decertification
process is complete:
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3. Once collection decertification is complete, the following automatically
generated email should be received:
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Additional MSDS Functionality
Student Search
Use the MSDS Student Search feature when you want to look up individual students
to locate their UICs. To perform a student search:
1. Select the Search tab at the left-hand menu. This will bring up a sub-menu.
Select the Student Search tab. This will take you to the Student Search
screen.
2. Select the radio button next to Search by Core Fields.
3. Select the Filter button. This will bring up the search results for the student.
Note: No search results will appear if no matches were found in the system.
The search results may also bring up multiple matches. If you discover that
there are multiple UICs for your student, the UICs should be linked. See the
IHE Request for UIC Collection User Guide section on linking UICs for these
instructions.
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4. The Student Type identifies if the student has a Secondary (K12) and/or a
Higher Education record.
5. Select the hyperlinked UIC for the student. This will take you to the Student
Details screen to view detailed information on the student.

A screen similar to the one below will display for the student.
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Appendix A
Searching for Your Entity Code
When creating the STARR data file, the IHE Entity Code is required. The Entity code
information is used for the SubmittingEntityCode and SchoolFacilityNumber
characteristics. If you do not know your entity code, follow this look-up procedure
in CEPI’s Educational Entity Master:
1. Go to the EEM application. Enter your institution’s name in the EEM-Search
box. Select Go.
2. Your search will bring up the desired entity information within the Entity
Code column. The entity code is a five-digit code which may include a leading
zero. Please do not cut off the leading zero, as it is a digit in the code.

Navigating the MSDS Home Page
Various links and menus are available to help users navigate through the MSDS.
The link definitions are provided below:

Menu
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

CEPI Home: The home page for CEPI.
STARR Home: The STARR Collection’s home page.
SDS Home: The MSDS application’s home page, which is the page prior to
login.
Student Data Submission: This screen allows users to access the file upload
function and review data they have already submitted.
Upload File: This is a submenu of the Student Data Submission menu, and
allows an authorized user to upload the XML student data file.
Uploaded File Status: This is a submenu of the Student Data Submission
menu, and allows the authorized user to check the status of uploaded file(s)
to determine if the file(s) processed successfully (i.e., passed XML schema
validation).
Data Staging Area: This is a submenu of the Student Data Submission menu.
If the uploaded file processed successfully, the data are moved to the data
Staging Area. This screen allows the authorized user to view uploaded
records and where the MSDS conducts field-level data validation.
Student Data Downloads: This screen allows users to download data they
have submitted. This option is not yet available for the STARR Collection.
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•

Search: This screen allows an authorized user to search for individual
students using all or portions of the four core fields (first name, last name,
date of birth and gender) and/or all digits in the UIC.

Extracting Data: From Student Management Systems to Flat
File
The data required by CEPI for the STARR upload are more complex than can be
handled with a single flat file. This complexity stems from a significant number of
repeating fields. Some are obvious, like class information (a student typically has
taken many classes), while some are not so obvious, such as previous last name (a
student may have been remarried a number of times). To handle these repeating
fields, a series of related flat files are necessary, not just one.

Where’s the Direct Download Option?
Unlike the Request for UIC application, the STARR utility does not include the option
to extract data directly from an SMS (and thus eliminating the need for the flat
files). This is because the data required are far more complex than what are
required for the Request for UIC and are stored in SMS in places and formats that
can differ widely from one SMS installation to the next. For this reason, only the flat
file option is supported. It is up to each institution to figure out how to extract the
correct data, map it appropriately and put it into flat files in the correct format.

The Flat Files
The STARR utility requires five flat files as input. Broadly speaking, these files
include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

File
File
File
File
File

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Personal Student Info
Academic Award
Academic Session
Academic Program
Academic Course

In general, the first few values in each row contain information which is repeated in
the other files, serving to tie a row from one file to a row in another. For example,
all five files have LocalStudentId as the first value; all rows in all files with the same
value in this field contain information for that student. This is presented in detail in
the tables that follow.
Please note, these files should not contain a column header line.
The flat files created should have rows that are separated by CR and LF (which is
standard for Windows text files), with each line containing the fields defined in the
following tables. The fields may be separated by the comma however the pipe
character must be used (“|” ASCII 124). The pipe delimiter avoids issues with data
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that contains embedded commas and quotation marks. When there is more than
one enumeration submitted for a characteristic, semicolons can be used to separate
them. For example, if more than one Special Population is submitted, it would look
like this: |1;2;3|
Many of the values in these tables will have to be mapped from the value used in
your IHE’s SMS to the value we use in STARR. Each institution is responsible for
determining these mappings (which can be different for each institution, even when
using the same SMS). Though there are ways of accomplishing this, the queries
which we use (included with this document) illustrate one way and may be able to
be used as a starting point for your data extraction.
This document does not repeat information which is already presented in other
documentation (for example, data types, permitted values, etc.). Just be aware
that the requirements in other documents must be adhered to here. The field
names in the tables below match the element names in the other documentation,
so you should have no trouble matching fields in this document with requirements
in other documentation.

Submitting Entity Information (SubmittingEntity Element)
Information required by the SubmittingEntity element is not included in any of the
flat files. Rather, it is entered (once) on the main screen of the STARR utility.

File 1: Personal Student Info (PersonalCore,
StudentDemographics and AcademicRecord Elements)
The first file contains student personal information, with one student per line. Each
line should have the values specified in the following table, with each value
separated by a chosen delimiter.
The LocalStudentId field is the primary key for the record, uniquely identifying the
student record. This field is also present in each of the other files, serving to relate
the information in each file for each student.
The information in this file corresponds to the PersonalCore, StudentDemographics
and AcademicRecord elements.
CEPI FieldName

Position

CEPI Description/Notes

LocalStudentId

1

The school-assigned student ID number.

UIC

2

The 10-digit Unique Identification Code provided by CEPI,
assigned to each student.

LastName

3

A name given at birth, baptism, naming ceremony, or
through a legal name change as it appears on a birth
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CEPI FieldName

Position

CEPI Description/Notes
certificate, driver’s license, other legal document
presented at the time of enrollment, or the application as
entered by the student.

FirstName

4

A name given at birth, baptism, naming ceremony, or
through a legal name change as it appears on a birth
certificate, driver’s license, other legal document
presented at the time of enrollment, or the application as
entered by the student.

MiddleName

5

A name given at birth, baptism, naming ceremony, or
through a legal name change as it appears on a birth
certificate, driver’s license, other legal document
presented at the time of enrollment, or the application as
entered by the student.

StudentSuffix

6

The expression of a student’s generation within a family.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
JR, SR, I, II, etc.

DateOfBirth

7

The date of birth as it appears on a birth certificate,
driver’s license, other legal document presented at the
time of enrollment, or the application as entered by the
student.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

MultipleBirthOrder

8

Indicate that the student is part of a multiple birth where
siblings share all unique identifying characteristics.
MultipleBirthOrder is not intended to identify every case
of twins, triplets, etc., in the state. It is only intended to
provide some distinguishing data element for cases where
twins (triplets, etc.) of the same gender have the same or
a similar first name. Each student from such a multiple
birth is to have a unique number.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Whole Number Integer (0-9)

Gender

9

The gender (sex) of the student.

PreviousLastName

10

A name given at birth, baptism, naming ceremony, or
through a legal name change as it appears on a birth
certificate, driver’s license, other legal document
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CEPI FieldName

Position

CEPI Description/Notes
presented at the time of enrollment, or the application as
entered by the student.

EthnicityCode

11

Indication that the student traces his or her origin or
descent to Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Central and South
America, and other Spanish cultures, regardless of race.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
Non-Hispanic/Non-Latino
Hispanic/Latino
Unknown

RaceCode

12

The category used to describe racial groups to which the
student belongs or identifies with.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White/Caucasian
Two or more races
Unknown

StateProvinceCode 13

The state or province abbreviation of the student’s legal
home permanent state.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
MI
Select only one code from the Education Course
Inventory in Appendix A

CTE

14

Updated 3-30-2022: A student who has formally
enrolled in (1) an occupational program as identified by
CIP code or (2) an occupational specialty course(s) or (3)
a student who has enrolled in a general occupational
course or apprenticeship-related instruction.
This is specific for community colleges under the Michigan
Postsecondary Data Inventory activity codes Business &
Human Services 1.2, Technical & Industrial Occupations
1.3 or Health Occupations 1.4 for job training.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
Participant
Concentrator
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CEPI FieldName

Position

CEPI Description/Notes
Completer
Exiter
Not CTE
Unknown

MilitaryStatus

15

Indicate the student’s military status at the time of
admission.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
1 (Veteran)
2 (Active Member of the Military)
3 (Member of the National Guard or Military Reserves)

EntryDate

16

The year, month, and day of the first course enrollment
at your institution.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

CohortExclusion

17

The person who may be removed from a cohort for the
success rates and enrollment retention rate reporting.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
1 (Death)
2 (Total and Permanent Disability)
3 (Service in the Armed Forces

Example (though displayed on multiple lines, this entry should be on a single line of
the file):
12345678|1234567890|Doe|Ann|Quincy|Jr|1976-07-04|2|M|Smith|NonHispanic/Non- Latino|White/Caucasian|MI|Participant|1|2014-09-02

File 2: Academic Award (AcademicAward Element)
The second file contains information on the academic awards the student has
earned, with one award per student per line. Each line should have the values
specified in the following table, with each value separated by a chosen delimiter.
The LocalStudentId field relates the Academic Award record to the corresponding
Student Personal Information record in File 1.
The information in this file corresponds to the AcademicAward element.
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CEPI Field Name
LocalStudentId

Position
1

AcademicAwardLevel 2

CEPI Description/Notes
The school-assigned student ID number.
Upon graduation/completion, the code that represents
the level of achievement the student has received.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Updated 5-22-18: 0 - Professional or Technical
Credential
1 - Postsecondary award, certificate, or diploma of less
than 1 academic year
2 - Postsecondary award, certificate, or diploma of at
least 1 but less than 2 academic years
3 - Associate Degree

AcademicAwardDate

3

The year, month, and day in which the academic
award was conferred.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

AcademicAwardTitle

4

The descriptive title for the academic award
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Master of Arts in Economics

DegreeCIPCode

5

The code indicating a discipline or field of study
assigned by the Classification of Instructional
Programs and used by the US Department of
Education’s National Center for Education Statistics.
If there are multiple codes for the degree, this value
can be a delimited list (for example, “Code1, Code2,
Code3”)
Specification or Enumeration Example:
03.0101

Example:
12345678|3|2015-05-03|Associate in Arts|42.0101
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File 3: Academic Session (AcademicSession Element)
The third file contains information on the academic sessions during which the
student has attended classes, with one session per student per line. Each line
should have the values specified in the following table, with each value separated
by a chosen delimiter.
The LocalStudentId field relates the Academic Session record to the corresponding
Student Personal Information record in File 1.
The information in this file corresponds to the AcademicSession element.
CEPI Field Name

Position

CEPI Description/Notes

LocalStudentID

1

The school-assigned student ID
number.

SessionStartDate

2

The year, and month and day
identifying the start of the
academic session based on your
institutions policy.
Specification or Enumeration
Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

SessionEndDate

3

The year, month and day on which
a session ends.
Specification or Enumeration
Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

SessionName

4

The academic term for which the
data are being reported.
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
Fall
Winter
Spring
Summer
Other
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CEPI Field Name
SessionType

Position
5

CEPI Description/Notes
The type of academic session for
which the data are being reported.
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
FullYear
Semester
Quarter

ResidencyStatusCode

6

A person’s residency status for
tuition purposes.
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
InDistrict
InState
OutOfState

SpecialPopulations

7

Under Perkins V, states are
required to report annually on the
core indicators of performance, also
disaggregated by race, ethnicity,
gender, and special populations as
identified below.
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
1 (Individuals with Disabilities)
2 (Economically Disadvantaged
Families)
3 (Individuals Preparing for NonTraditional Fields)

PellGrant

8
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A source of Federal student
financial aid that provides eligible
undergraduate students with needbased grants to help them defray
the cost of postsecondary
education. (Public Law 92-318, as
amended, Public Law 94-482,
Education Amendments of 1972,
Title IV; 20 U.S. Code, sec. 1070a1976.)

STARR User Guide

CEPI Field Name

Position

CEPI Description/Notes
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
Awarded and Disbursed
Awarded not Disbursed
No Pell
Unknown

PrimaryAcademicLevel

9

An indicator of which Academic
Session is primary when a college
chooses to submit the same
Academic Session multiple times
for the same student. This may
occur when, for example, the
student is:
o
o
o

DegreeOrCertificateSeekingStudent

10

Enrolled as both an
undergraduate and graduate
student or;
Taking courses at the
undergraduate level and
graduate level or;
Degree-seeking and nondegree seeking.

Person is enrolled in courses for
credit and recognized by the
institution as seeking a degree,
certificate, or other formal award.
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
Yes
No
Community College Seeking
Transfer to 4 Year Only

StudentLevel

11

Classification of a person enrolling
in courses at a postsecondary
institution.
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
Undergraduate
Graduate
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CEPI Field Name

Position

EnrollmentInPostsecondaryAwardLevel 12

CEPI Description/Notes
An indicator of the award level in
which the person is currently
enrolled
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
0 (Workforce, Non-Degree
Programs)
3 (Associate Degree)
5 (Bachelor’s Degree)

PostsecondaryEnrollmentType

13

An indicator of the enrollment type
of a student at the beginning of the
respective academic session at the
same level (e.g., undergraduate,
graduate).
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
FirstTime
Continuing
Re-admit

HighSchoolStudent

14

An indication of whether a high
school student was taking
postsecondary courses during the
academic session.
Specification or Enumeration
Examples:
Dual Enrolled
Concurrent Enrollment

AcademicSessionGradePointAverage

15

The grade point average for the
respective academic session.

CumulativeGradePointAverage

16

The cumulative GPA for all courses
taken as shown by the term being
submitted.

Example:
12345678|2015-09-02|2015-12-18|Fall|Semester|InDistrict|1;2|Awarded and
Disbursed|Yes|Yes|Undergraduate|3|Continuing|Not High School Student|3.5|2.65
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File 4: Academic Program (AcademicProgram Element)
The fourth file contains information on the academic programs in which the student
has participated, with one program per academic session per student per line. Each
line should have the values specified in the following table, with each value
separated by a chosen delimiter.
The first three fields serve to relate each Academic Program record to other records
in the file, and to records in the other files:
•
•

The LocalStudentId field relates the Academic Program record to the
corresponding Student Personal Information record in File 1.
The LocalStudentId, SessionDesignator and SessionName fields specify the
AcademicSession record in File 3 to which the Academic Program record
belongs.

The information in this file corresponds to the AcademicProgram element.
CEPI Field Name

Position

CEPI Description/Notes

LocalStudentId

1

The school-assigned student ID number.

SessionStartDate

2

The year, and month and day identifying the start
of the academic session based on your institutions
policy.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

SessionEndDate

3

The year, month and day on which a session ends.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

SessionName

4

The academic term for which the data are being
reported.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
Fall
Winter
Spring
Summer
Other

ProgramCIPCode

5

The code indicating a discipline or field of study
assigned by the Classification of Instructional
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CEPI Field Name

Position

CEPI Description/Notes
Programs by the US Department of Education’s
NCES.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
03.0101

AcademicProgramType

6

The type of academic program the student is
working toward.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
Concentration
Focus
Major
Minor

AcademicProgramName 7

Your internal name of the program, major, minor,
or field of study the student is working toward.

Example:
12345678|2013-05-18|2013-07-03|Summer|27.0101|Major|Mathematics
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File 5: Academic Course (Course Element)
The fifth file contains information on the courses which the student has taken, with
one course per academic session per student per line. Each line should have the
values specified in the following table: with each value separated by the delimiter
you have specified.
The first three fields serve to relate each Course record to other records in the file,
and to records in the other files:
•
•

The LocalStudentId field relates the Course record to the corresponding
Student Personal Information record in File 1.
The LocalStudentId, SessionDesignator and SessionName fields specify the
AcademicSession record in File 3 to which the Course record belongs.

The information in this file corresponds to the Course element.
CEPI Field Name

Position

CEPI Description/Notes

LocalStudentId

1

The school-assigned student ID number.

SessionStartDate

2

The year, and month and day identifying the
start of the academic session based on your
institutions policy.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

SessionEndDate

3

The year, month and day on which a session
ends.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

SessionName

4

The academic term for which the data are being
reported.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
Fall
Winter
Spring
Summer
Other

CourseStartDate

5

The year, month, and day an instance of a
course officially began.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
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CEPI Field Name

Position

CEPI Description/Notes
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

CourseEndDate

6

The year, month, and day an instance of a
course officially ended.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
Date (only); YYYY-MM-DD

CourseSubjectAbbreviation

7

The alphabetic abbreviation of the academic
department or discipline offering the course.

CourseNumber

8

The official reference number/code portion of a
course identifier.

CourseSectionNumber

9

The number assigned to differentiate among
distinct occurrences of courses that have the
same Course Subject Abbreviation and Course
Number but are considered to be different
courses

CourseCIPCode

10

The Classification of Instructional Programs code
used by the US Department of Education’s
National Center for Education and Statistics to
describe the area of study for the course.
Specification or Enumeration Example:
03.0101

CourseTitle

11

The name or title of the course.

CourseCreditBasis

12

Developmental/remedial education courses
teach academically under-prepared students the
skills they need to succeed in college-level
courses. These courses provide learning
strategies designed to improve or overcome any
marked deficiency in basic competencies,
including a deficiency in content previously
taught but not learned. Basic competency is
defined as reading, writing, mathematics and
science.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
Regular
RemedialESL
RemedialMath
RemedialReading
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CEPI Field Name

Position

CEPI Description/Notes
RemedialScience
RemedialWriting

CourseCreditAttempted

13

The total value of credit hours attempted for a
respective course.

CourseCreditEarned

14

The total value of credit hours successfully
completed or earned for the respective course.

CourseAcademicGradeStat
usCode

15

The student’s disposition for the enrolled course
for the respective academic session.
Specification or Enumeration Examples:
AuditedCourse
HonorsGrade
Incomplete
IncompleteNotResolvedFail

CourseAcademicGrade

16

The final numeric grade awarded for
participation in the course.

CourseAcademicGradeScal
eCode

17

The grading scale used by your institution for
the enrolled course.

AcademicLetterGrade

18

The alphabetical grade earned in the course.

ContactHours

19

The “seat” time in front of the instructor

OccupationalCourseIndicat
or

20

An indicator that the course is occupational in
nature. One that has instruction with a direct
career relationship designed to impart workrelated knowledge and skills.

Example:
12345678|2013-09-08|2013-12-18|Fall|2013-09-12|2013-1207|BIOL|101|101a|03.0101|BIOLOGICALSCIENCE|Regular|4|4|OtherPass|3.0|25|B
|5|Yes
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CEPI Help Desk
If you have further questions about using MILogin, please contact CEPI Customer
Support by email at cepi@michigan.gov or by phone at 517-335-0505 x3.
To receive official notices from CEPI regarding the STARR Collection, sign up for the
GovDelivery Mailing List.
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